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Information technology documentation best practices

Pilots are increasingly warming up to the concept of choice, a.k.a. a la carte, that is, pay only for those services that you want at the airport or on the plane. But to go a la carte comprehensively, that is, through hundreds of airlines around the world, is not as easy as it seems. In order to make this a reality,
a new real-time booking technology is required. United Airlines to use one example, rediscover its economy plus Upsell, which is upgrading passengers from the economy section of the airline to seats that offer more legroom and free services. The spin is that United are upselling these sites even after
takeoff. Selling in the air is possible thanks to the introduction of United's new portable credit card scanners, with which flight attendants are now equipped. The crew is no longer just a safety instructor and catering staff. Today, airline flight attendants have become sellers in the clouds. Of course, flight
attendants have always sold duty-free fares on international flights. But these sales were more in the form of an offer. What United has rolled out sells in this way, no airline, at least in my opinion, has done before. It is definitely a wave of the future in the air. United attendants will push up to three upsell
messages to passengers in the economy section in a bid to sell the entire economy-plus inventory of each flight. Until now, everything has been more informal. Passengers simply moved to unoccupied seats when it became apparent that the seat would remain empty or shortly after takeoff. United can do
upselling because the wait staff will have on hand real-time data on which places are actually available. Traditionally, determining the availability of upsell seats has been difficult, with the destination changing at the gate, even when people are landing. The true integration of the airline's booking, inventory
and flight management systems is necessary to make such an advanced a la carte function possible. A number of airlines, including United, are adopting advanced information technology systems that give them an edge in this department over airlines that are still flying with old IT. But new services such
as the in-air seat upsell are creating new questions. For example, what to do if there is only one seat Economy Plus on the left and three passengers simultaneously signal that they want it. How did a flight attendant not only fairly choose the winner, but then smooth out the ruffled feathers of the two
passengers who lost? Is it loyalty-based or first came, first served? Will this be an incentive for airline loyalty programs? It is obvious that the airlines and the systems that support them must develop policies. What if the service is not delivered? What is the policy then? Let's say The Upsell Economy was
booked by a customer, but then an earlier flight became available. How does it work? Is it coming back Passed? What happens when a flight is cancelled or delayed? Complications presented by a la carte, thus, not only complexity, but the complexity of managing customer relationships. Carriers can
learn from the experience of their competitors, but many airlines are developing their own customized strategy for a la carte. The whole traction for what is also known as support services is to improve customer service and profit, but also to differentiate the brand. In the past the service was one size fits
all. This has made cost comparisons a lot easier, even if it has stifled innovation. But because choice creates complexity, comparing costs in the world of a la carte is not so easy. Indeed, the technological challenges are enormous. Going back to the overall comparison, which is easy to understand, is a
common goal. So while a la carte merchandising transparency remains depressingly just beyond the horizon, the decision is intertwined with the question of the new standards that the tourism industry will adopt. Before transparency becomes a reality, information must become standardized and orderly.
This is a high task. In fact, it's sky high. Airline Futurist and Miami www.us.amadeus.com If you handle a lot of Office files, documents to go may be the only thing for you. The free version allows you to view Word and Excel files. The full paid version adds editing capabilities, along with PDF and
PowerPoint viewing options. Note: This link will take you to the vendor's website, where you must register to download a version of the software that matches your supported device. Prices and versions vary depending on the device; The price here is the price for the full version for Android.-JR Raphael
Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. No matter what you do, there is always a better way to do it. Increase your hiring game with an understanding of excellence in your field. Low employee
engagement is a global problem. Right now, seven out of ten employees in the U.S. drag their feet to work. It's numbness ... Pretend for a moment that you're looking for a job. When you view job ads, you'll find one that suits you. But what work environme ... A large career page is the best way to get
potential job candidates to consider your company. However, on average, 90 percent o. . This may seem obvious, but your career page is your box store. You want to make it easy for candidates to take a look at w... There's tons of tips on how to evaluate soft skills at every stage of the hiring process. But,



let's take a step back for mom... Henry Ford sent committees to the homes of his staff to check their behavior. Good employees will avoid excessive alcoho... The first day of a new job usually includes trainings, meetings and Documents. But if you only stick to formal tasks and docume ... A clear and
attractive job description helps to attract the right candidates. But writing one is not an easy feat. To inspire you, we dov ... Effective phone screen interview is your best insurance insurance pointless interviews. Without it, you run the risk of wasting time about... Good interviewers make a conscious effort
to get the most out of the interview process. Interviewing is hard work, but getting t... If you had to name one thing as your biggest hiring headache, what would it be? It is true that your answers can vary depending on... Hiring from inside your business makes sense because new employees are already
part of your team and know your culture and policies... According to John Roy and Adam Hutton, the It Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is the most widespread approach to IT services management in the world. Earlier versions of ITIL forced IT organizations to develop and integrate complex formal
processes to control and measure delivery services. However, new technologies have changed the way IT organizations work, and ITIL also needed to evolve. Launched in February, ITIL 4 demonstrates a broader, practice-oriented design to deliver powerful, market-driven improvements. To benefit from
two significant improvements - automation and practice methodology - IT organizations will have to rethink their approach. With the rise of automation; The emergence of ITIL 4Continuous Delivery and DevOps models paired with agile development practices has accelerated the speed at which solutions
can be built and deployed. Continuous deployment, self-healing systems, and other technologies have automated many and in some organizations all of our handmade tasks. Machine learning and intelligent automation have further reduced the need for human analysis, which has provided much of ITIL's
leadership. Taken together, ITIL and IT operations have gained a reputation as gatekeepers, either as an inherited admin group or, in some respects, both a provider and a risk management function. While the ITIL Version 3 structure for process execution remained strong in IT operations, it clearly
showed its age as other approaches emerged to fill gaps and increase value. ITIL, with its updated focus, draws inspiration from the no-injection testing used by FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google). FAANG aligns its IT functions with a common business strategy, issuing the worst-
case scenarios and developing solutions. If someone started randomly disabling servers in your data center or cloud provider, how would your apps fare? The site's engineering reliability system is a new discipline created by the problems associated with infrastructure operations, which aims to solve
these very problems. ITIL 4 adopts this thinking with a new value system lifecycle that favours holistic practice in relation to processes and procedures to determine how services are delivered. There's a new sheriff in town with ITIL 4 to practice over the process. It's a brand new platform, and its fluidity
gives companies the ability to search for and solve almost infinite amounts of IT glitches and slowdowns without infringing to succeed. -Adam Hutton, Director of Digital Services, KPMG, LLP, moving from a linear process path to interconnected sets of liquid competencies, the value of ITIL 4 is maximized
as a flexible basis of practice, not as a recipe for how to work. After all, practice is more dynamic than the process, but this logic was often lost during the implementation of VEERSIA 3 ITIL. Rewrite and rethink your practice One of the biggest challenges with implementing ITIL 4 is to understand that a
well-functioning practice can have multiple processes, and each process can have permutations to accommodate different delivery scenarios. IT may have to rewrite its processes and rethink how to execute these processes. Shifting the emphasis from a rigid process of determining exercise to adopting
best practices ensures that goals are met even when the linear flow is disrupted. For example, if your process is to get to the airport on time by taking your car and your car breaks down, you can't get to the airport on time. However, if your practice is to get to the airport on time and your car breaks down,
you can take a taxi, bus, Uber, or ask a friend to drive you. Success through flexibility is what ITIL 4 is all about. At KPMG, we understand the restructuring that needs to happen if IT departments are to move from ITIL V3 to ITIL 4. We've done it and we know how to do it effectively. This may seem
intimidating, but you'll see positive results as you bend away from the hard IT processes of the past and adopt a more holistic, practice-driven culture. - John S. Roy, Flexible Strategy Leader, KPMG, LLP Consider the challenge of changing control in an organization that practices continuous delivery. The
objectives of change control remain the same: risk assessment and mitigation, coordination of change and monitoring during and immediately after change. However, the way these goals are achieved is likely to be very different on a fully automated deployment path to manufacturing. Organic IT
Transformation Many of our customers use Agile and DevOps to release new content and features weekly, daily, or even more frequently. However, the tedious running process involves running automated change requests in each major build, followed by automated testing and automated release control
ticket. KPMGITIL 4 can reduce risk, schedule and coordination while promoting automated change and release initiatives. This allows you to work continuously while IT services continue to meet the goals of service delivery. In addition, technology professionals can focus more organically on what their
organization is about delivering. While the role of incident analyst is to diagnose malfunctions their quest is not to ticket them. This is to restore the service and prevent the same problem from happening again - or even prevent it from happening in the first place. Looking beyond certificationTechoology
leaders should change in terminology and consider the rationale behind these changes. The true benefits of implementing ITIL 4 come from considering how the IT department should be maintained in adapting to current and new technological trends as it fights for relevance in a business environment that
can and will outsource management if in-house resources are not up to the task. To get a deeper idea of the improvements to ITIL 4 to help erase the hard, rotten workflows that ITIL Version 3 tried but couldn't climb higher, please visit KPMG's modern delivery web page. Some or all of the services
described in this may not be acceptable to KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities. The information contained in this present is general and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular person or organization. While we seek to provide accurate and timely information,
there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate at the date of receipt or that it will remain accurate in the future. No one should act on the basis of such information without appropriate professional advice after careful consideration of a particular situation. The name and logo of KPMG are
registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International. By © 2019 IDG Communications, Inc.
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